What is PLEXUS? Everything You Need to Know About PLEX

What is this exciting new project called PLEXUS? Is it just another crypto project like the
others that claim to be revolutionary while not living up to expectations? In this article, we
will explain everything there is to know about this token.

What is PLEX?
PLEXUS is a new BEP-20 community-driven token based on Binance Smartchain (BSC),
offering total transparency, that will be listed on Pancakewap very soon. The token will be
launched on New Year's Eve, because this day is a time of change, a new year, and good
resolutions. And we intend to stick to them...
This project is much more than a simple token; it is a real ecosystem, indeed, PLEX intends to
launch (and beyond) a payment gateway to offer a secure interface to users and merchants,
with even an arbitration mechanism for disputes. This will encourage mass adoption and
thus benefit the token price and our holders.
But that's not all; a Unified NFT store is also in the pipe, on which you can also obviously use
PLEXUS and thus create a real demand. This is a major flaw in most recent token projects:
there is no use (and therefore demand) for their coins which mostly end up as speculative
coins (when they are lucky) or end up dying.
The usefulness and future developments of PLEXUS, on the contrary, will allow it to flourish.

How does PLEXUS works?

Let's talk a little bit about Tokenomics. The distinctive concept of PLEX is that there are no
transaction fees. You will only need GAS fees to complete your transaction, we decided to
do this to bring traction to the project.
The token has a total supply of 1 billion with 50% locked up (rarity), 10% allocated to the
Liquidity Pool to avoid liquidity issues and ensure smooth transactions, 20% reserved for the
founders and team, and 10% for marketing efforts to promote the token and make it
attractive to investors.
Our team believes that trust comes from transparency, which is why we are disclosing all the
figures and planned expenses.

Is it trustworthy and worth investing?
As stated before, all figures and expenses have been announced. You can see all operations,
portfolios, and smart contracts here. The same smart contracts were audited by Certik (the
leading blockchain security company that verifies smart contracts' security and correctness)
and Hacken.
Final Words
Considering its transparency, roadmap, security audits, and potential, PLEXUS has everything
it takes to become a leading crypto project.
So is it worth investing? Yes, we don't think you'll have any more opportunities to buy the
coin cheaper than at its launch. So it's worth a shot!

But remember, don't take our word for it and always do your own research!

